




This week, we are going to look at words with endings that 
sound like /shuhl/.

The sound /shuhl/ can be made in two ways. 
Can you think of any words that end in the

/shuhl/ sound? How is the sound spelt? 

The two many 
ways to make a 
/shuhl/ sound 
are…

‘-cial’ as in special ‘-tial’ as in martial



For this week’s spellings, we are going to concentrate on 
words where the /shuhl/ sound is spelt using ‘-cial’.

Start End

Write them down and discuss them 
with a partner. 

Do you notice anything that they 
all have in common?

In the next three minutes, how 
many –cial ending words can you 
think of? Use a dictionary if you 

need to.



What –cial words did you think of? Did you write down any 
of your spelling words for this week?

Did you notice 
anything about all 
of the –cial words?

All of the words have a vowel letter 
(a,e,i,o or u) before the /shuhl/ sound. 

Usually, this means that the sound is spelt 
using ‘-cial’. 



SpinClick the button to spin the wheel!

• These are –cial ending words that you must learn this 
week:

Let’s spin the spinner! 

Now, work with your partner to 
write a sentence with a relative 
clause that contains that –cial 
ending word. 



SpinClick the button to spin the wheel!

• These are –cial ending words that you must learn this 
week:

Let’s spin the spinner! 

Now, work with your partner to 
write a sentence with a relative 
clause that contains that –cial 
ending word. 



SpinClick the button to spin the wheel!

• These are –cial ending words that you must learn this 
week:

Let’s spin the spinner! 

Now, work with your partner to 
write a passive sentence that 
contains that –cial 
ending word. 



SpinClick the button to spin the wheel!

• These are –cial ending words that you must learn this 
week:

Let’s spin the spinner! 

Now, work with your partner to 
write a sentence written in the 
subjunctive mood that contains that 
–cial ending word. 



Here are your spelling words for this week.

They are all have a 
/shuhl/ spelt with ‘cial’ 

after a vowel letter.
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